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Article
Cholesterol Partition and Condensing Effect in
Phase-Separated Ternary Mixture Lipid Multilayers
Yicong Ma,1 Sajal K. Ghosh,1 David A. DiLena,1 Sambhunath Bera,1 Laurence B. Lurio,2 Atul N. Parikh,3

and Sunil K. Sinha1,*
1Department of Physics, University of California-San Diego, La Jolla, California; 2Department of Physics, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb,
Illinois; and 3Department of Biomedical Engineering and Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, University of
California-Davis, Davis, California
ABSTRACT The cholesterol partitioning and condensing effect in the liquid-ordered (Lo) and liquid-disordered (Ld) phases
were systematically investigated for ternary mixture lipid multilayers consisting of 1:1 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocho-
line/1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine with varying concentrations of cholesterol. X-ray lamellar diffraction was used to
deduce the electron density profiles of each phase. The cholesterol concentration in each phase was quantified by fitting of the
electron density profiles with a newly invented basic lipid profile scaling method that minimizes the number of fitting parameters.
The obtained cholesterol concentration in each phase versus total cholesterol concentration in the sample increases linearly for
both phases. The condensing effect of cholesterol in ternary lipid mixtures was evaluated in terms of phosphate-to-phosphate
distances, which together with the estimated cholesterol concentration in each phase was converted into an average area per
molecule. In addition, the cholesterol position was determined to a precision of (50.7Å) and an increase of disorder in the lipid
packing in the Lo phase was observed for total cholesterol concentration of 20~30%.
INTRODUCTION
The raft hypothesis of biological membranes, first advanced
nowmore than two decades ago, continues to invoke consid-
erable debate and controversy (1–4). Its central claim has
been that the lipid bilayer in cellular membranes is not an
unstructured solvent; rather it is chemically textured, con-
sisting of phase-separated domains enriched in saturated
lipids, cholesterol, sphingolipids, and certain integral mem-
brane proteins (e.g., GPI-anchored proteins, SRC kinases).
The hypothesis is based on the experimental observations
that insoluble membrane fragments—resistant to disruption
by Triton X-100 at 4�C—are generally enriched in saturated
lipids and cholesterol. This led to the proposition that these
detergent-resistant membrane fragments correspond to
discrete raft domains within cell membranes. Because the
physical state of the membrane is most likely altered in
going from the physiological 37�C to the 4�C used for deter-
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gent solubilization, the notion that detergent-resistant mem-
brane correspond to identifiable membrane domains in
living cells has been largely discredited. However, extensive
search over the past two decades for microdomains has
brought the question of how cholesterol mixes with mem-
brane lipids into a sharp, renewed focus.

In the absence of cholesterol, essentially cylindrically
shaped phospholipids, saturated or unsaturated, adopt a
bilayer motif. Below their main phase transition temperature
(Tm), the bilayers (typically composed of saturated lipids)
exist in a gel (or solid) state characterized by tight packing
of conformationally ordered, extended acyl chains. When
the bilayer Tm is lower than the membrane temperature,
such as for many unsaturated lipids, conformationally disor-
dered chains in loose packing characterize two-dimension-
ally fluid bilayers. The nonideal mixing of cholesterol,
first reported in 1925 by Leathes (5), with saturated (or
unsaturated) lipids, profoundly influences molecular pack-
ing generating new phases: when added to high-melting
saturated lipids, cholesterol perturbs the tight packing of
the gel phase exerting fluidizing effect and transforming
the gel phase, above a threshold concentration, into a new
liquid-ordered (Lo) phase. By contrast, cholesterol associa-
tion with the fluid phase phospholipids above Tm produces
a condensing effect, by intercalating between loosely
Biophysical Journal 110, 1355–1366, March 29, 2016 1355
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packed acyl tails and ordering neighboring chains. In other
words, cholesterol fluidizes the gel phase of saturated lipids
and condenses fluid phases of unsaturated lipids, driving
each toward an intermediate Lo phase characterized by in-
termediate packing density and membrane fluidity.

In multicomponent lipid mixtures, consisting of both
saturated and unsaturated lipids, then, the phase behavior
is determined by the balance of quantitative distribution of
cholesterol between the two lipid types. In the work reported
here, we report x-ray diffraction measurements in conjunc-
tion with a newly developed (to our knowledge) modeling
procedure to extract detailed, quantitative information
regarding cholesterol distribution in ternary mixtures con-
taining a saturated and an unsaturated lipid in a hydration-
controlled smectic lipid multilayer. We find that cholesterol
associates in greater concentrations with the saturated phos-
pholipid-stabilizing Lo phase within the Ld-surrounding
three-dimensional phase.

Phase diagrams of ternary lipid mixtures consisting of
saturated lipids, unsaturated lipids, and cholesterol have
been studied systematically by Veatch and Keller (6–8)
and Veatch et al. (9) mainly using fluorescence microscopy.
NMR was used to determine tie lines in the phase diagrams
(10). Moreover, Heftberger et al. (11) and Uppamoochikkal
et al. (12) have reported phase diagrams and the effect of
cholesterol in a similar system by using small angle x-ray
scattering technique. There are also x-ray scattering studies
in attempts to determine the composition of coexisting
phases by Chen et al. (13).

A lot of studies on the cholesterol effect were carried
out from different angles. Solubility of cholesterol in lipid
membranes were reported by Barrett et al. (14), as well as
cholesterol effects on drug molecules such as ibuprofen,
by Alsop et al. (15).

In the cholesterol-induced phase separation processes, the
role of condensing effect due to cholesterol remains unclear.
Although the condensing effect of cholesterol in binary sys-
tems has been studied systematically (16–19), no systematic
and quantitative studies have been carried out to measure
the condensing effect in ternary systems, nor its relation to
cholesterol-induced phase separation. To do that, we carried
out x-ray diffraction studies on supported multilayer of lipid
mixtures consisting of saturated lipid, unsaturated lipid, and
cholesterol, and used quantitative modeling of the electron
density profiles (EDP) to extract such information.

X-ray and neutron lamellar diffraction methods applied to
lipid multilayers have been well established and demon-
strated as powerful techniques to quantitatively study the
detailed lipid bilayer structures, as explained in the review
article by Pabst et al. (20). Using these methods, cholesterol
packing structures with several different kinds of lipids have
been studied (21,22). Diffraction data usually are converted
to electron density profiles, and decomposed into different
chemical group densities with modeling (23), sometimes
with the help of molecular simulations (24,25). In this study
1356 Biophysical Journal 110, 1355–1366, March 29, 2016
of mixed lipid multilayer systems with cholesterol, we pro-
pose a simple yet effective modeling scheme that helps to
quantify the composition and localize the cholesterol posi-
tional distribution with Ångstrom accuracy.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

DPPC (1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) and DOPC (1,2-dio-

leoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) solutions were purchased from Avanti

Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL) with accurate concentrations of the lipids spec-

ified. Cholesterol was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). All

the purchased chemicals were used without further purification. The phos-

pholipids and cholesterol were mixed in the desired proportions and dis-

solved in a chloroform and TFE (tetrafluoroethylene) 1:1 mixture solvent

(26), to yield a final concentration 8 mg/mL.

Silicon substrates, cut to 17 � 20 mm wafers, were first sonicated

for 15 min in methanol followed by another 15 min in deionized water

(18 M-Ohm cm�1, Milli-Q; Millipore, Billerica, MA). Substrates were

then nitrogen-dried, and exposed to short-wavelength UV radiation for

~15 min to make the surface hydrophilic. The prepared substrates were

then placed on a carefully leveled platform for lipid deposition. One-hun-

dred microliters of lipid solution were deposited on each substrate and

covered by a large Petri dish for slow evaporation in the fume hood. After

3~4 h, the samples were transferred to a vacuum chamber for 36 h to

remove remaining traces of solvent. After removing from the vacuum,

the samples were placed in humidity chambers maintained at 96% relative

humidity (RH) at 50�C and incubated for 48 h.

Subsequently, the samples are cooled to room temperature at the ambient

rate. Depending on the lipid composition, samples equilibrate to a uniform

multibilayer or phase separate into two coexisting lamellar phases (a

DPPC-rich Lo phase and a DOPC-rich Ld phase). Consistent with our earlier

findings, equilibration of phase-separating lipidmixtures involves thickness-

dependent lateral coarsening of the domains and interlayer domain registra-

tion producing a columnar mesophase (27). Depending on the humidity in

the chamber and sample thickness, the domain equilibration process given

above takes one to several days to complete. The diffraction measurements

were carried out after the registering process was mostly complete.

Although elaborate, the procedure above ensures reproducibility in pro-

ducing a high quality of samples as reflected by the observations of up to the

ninth order of diffraction peaks with an in-house x-ray tube source. A sam-

ple set consisting of a fixed 1:1 DPPC/DOPC containing systematically

varied molar fraction cholesterol (0, 10, 16, 20, 25, and 30%) was prepared

(e.g., for the 16% cholesterol sample, the composition is 42:42:16% DPPC/

DOPC/cholesterol in molar ratio) and characterized. This cholesterol molar

fraction will be denoted withFc in later uses. All samples were measured at

room temperature (~25�C), except for the sample containing 30% choles-

terol, which was measured at 11�C due to a much lower phase transition

temperature of this specific mixture (~20�C), as shown by Mills et al. (28).
RESULTS

X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction measurements were carried out using an
in-house Cu Ka tube spectrometer with wavelength 1.54 Å
operating in the horizontal plane. Beam dimensions were
set to be 0.2 mm in the horizontal direction and wide open
(10 mm) in the vertical direction. Our custom-designed
humidity chamber (29), which can control RH to 0.01%
accuracy close to full hydrationwhen used as a high humidity
control chamber, was used for the measurements. The cham-
berwas loadedwith a saturated salt solution ofK2SO4 to keep
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the samples at a fixed partial hydration under 97% RH at a
room temperature of 25�C during measurements (with an
exception of 30% cholesterol at 11�C, as explained in the
Materials and Methods).

Because of the high degree of registration for each of the
two coexisting phases, the phase-separated sample yields
several orders of diffraction peaks (up to nine orders for
the Lo phase). Polarization corrections and absorption cor-
rections were applied to the data collected. The lineshapes
of multilayer diffraction peaks are often fitted by expres-
sions due to Caille (30). However, we did not observe Caille
line shapes here, probably due to the partial hydration con-
dition, which result in suppressed interlayer fluctuations.
Thus, the diffraction peaks were fitted to Gaussians after
subtracting a sloping background. The integrated intensity
In of nth order peaks were then used to calculate the electron
density profiles with the following equation (31):

rrelativeðzÞ ¼ 2

d

X
n

vðnÞn
ffiffiffiffi
In

p
cos

�
2pnz

d

�
; (1)

where d is the lamellar spacing, vðnÞ is the phase factor
for the nth order reflection, and the factor n arises from
the Lorentz correction of q�2

z applied to the raw intensities
In, as suggested by Li et al. (26). Because of the mirror sym-
metry of the bilayers in the z direction, it can be shown that
the phase factors can only be 51. For each phase, inten-
sities of all diffraction orders are normalized by the sum
of all peak intensities in that phase to account for the full
beam intensity normalization correction. This correction is
essential before the electron density profile is normalized
to an absolute scale, using the method described in the
next section.
Absolute electron density profile generation

To extract quantitative information of cholesterol content
from the electron density profiles, correct phase choices
for every diffraction order and proper normalization to an
absolute scale are both required.
Phasing

Lipid samples with 0, 16, 20, and 25% cholesterol ðFcÞ
were measured under three different hydrations (with
saturated salt solution as reservoir): 84% (KCl), 94%
(K2NO3), and 97% (K2SO4) RH so that the swelling method
(32,33) could be used to determine the phases. A represen-
tative set of diffraction patterns of 0% cholesterol sample
measured at room temperature under different hydrations
is shown in Fig. 1 a. An example of phasing diagrams for
the same sample is shown in Fig. 2. Additional phasing di-
agrams are included in the Supporting Material. The deter-
mined choices for the phase factors of the DPPC-rich phase
at 97% RH were [�1, �1, 1, �1, �1, �1, �1, �1, �1] for
the 0% cholesterol sample, and [�1, �1, 1, �1, 1, �1, �1,
�1, �1] for the 16, 20, and 25% cholesterol samples. Note
that the only difference between these two sets of phases is
the sign reversal for the fifth-order peak. This sign reversal
is further supported by the fact that the fifth-order peak was
missing in the 10% cholesterol sample. For the DOPC-rich
phase, 4~6 orders of peaks were observed, and the phase
factor choices were [�1, �1, 1, �1, 1, �1] for all. The
diffraction patterns for samples with different cholesterol
concentrations at 97% RH are shown in Fig. 1 b. Correct
phase choices are crucial for the detailed data analysis
needed to accurately estimate cholesterol content, described
below in A New Method of Quantifying Cholesterol Con-
tent by Fitting EDPs.

Scaling

To normalize the relative electron density profiles to an ab-
solute scale, the instrumental factor needs to be determined.
The absolute density profile rabsoluteðzÞ is given by King
et al. (31), King and White (35), and Jacobs and White (36),

rabsoluteðzÞ ¼ r0 þ
1

K
rrelativeðzÞ; (2)

where both the average density of the lipid r0 and the instru-
mental factor K need to be determined. We obtain these two
factors by comparing the EDP of our DPPC-rich phase from
FIGURE 1 The diffraction patterns for (a) 0%

cholesterol sample at different RH; (b) samples

with different cholesterol content at 97% RH. To

see this figure in color, go online.
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FIGURE 2 An example of a phasing diagram for the data in Fig. 1 a.

Diffraction by a sample was measured at three different RHs to obtain

the scattering amplitudes at a series of different lamellar spacings. The scat-

tering amplitudes are either positive or negative. The phases are chosen

such that the continuous form factor (solid curve) constructed from one

set of data at one lamellar spacing goes through all other sets of data. To

see this figure in color, go online.

FIGURE 3 (a) Normalizing our EDP for the DPPC-rich phase of the

sample with 0% cholesterol to Wiener and Nagle’s absolute EDP for

DPPC (34). (b and c) Comparison of the normalized EDPs for the samples

with 0, 16, and 25% cholesterol ðFcÞ from the DPPC-rich phase and the

DOPC-rich phase, respectively, on an absolute scale. To see this figure in

color, go online.
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the 0% cholesterol sample to the EDP of the pure DPPC ob-
tained by Wiener et al. (34). As shown in Fig. 3 a, the EDPs
are almost identical in the headgroup region and around the
CH3 groups. Furthermore, our EDP can resolve the plateau
region of the DPPC tails, which we attribute to the higher
orders of the diffraction peaks. The disagreement in the wa-
ter region is most likely due to the differences in hydration:
our data are measured under partial hydration while Weiner
et al. (34) measured vesicles in excess water. While the
multilayer samples that we investigated have<8 Å of water,
vesicles in the study by Weiner et al. (34) have 25 Å, which
then explains the presence of better resolved water regions
in their profile.

The rest of the data were all normalized with the same
two factors because the average lipid densities were similar
and experimental conditions were identical, and we assume
that cholesterol does not significantly change the average
electron density in the bilayer unit cell. Comparisons of
the EDPs for the different phases from samples with 0, 16,
and 25% cholesterol are shown in Fig. 3, b and c. Even a
casual inspection of the data reveals that the increase of
the electron density at the lipid-chain region due to the
added cholesterol in the DPPC-rich phase, is more than in
the DOPC-rich phase, which we quantify in the next section.
A new method of quantifying cholesterol content
by fitting EDPs

There are several methods in the literature regarding
decomposition of the EDP into contributions from individ-
1358 Biophysical Journal 110, 1355–1366, March 29, 2016
ual components. Two popular ones are the 1G and 2G
models, fit to either one or two Gaussian functions to the
headgroup region, respectively, in addition to one Gaussian
fitting of the methyl groups. Others, such as 4S and 5S
strip models, interpret the profiles in terms of boxes (34).
In our case, one could, in principle, fit every EDP with
a 2G model plus an additional Gaussian for cholesterol,
for example, to obtain a set of parameters for the head-
group, tailgroup, and cholesterol density. The parame-
ters, so derived, can then be compared across the entire
sample set consisting of lipid mixtures with systemat-
ically varied cholesterol content. Applying this approach,
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however, would lead to overparameterization: each EDP
fitted with four Gaussians (two for headgroup of the
asymmetric shape, one for the methyl group, and one for
cholesterol) plus a constant baseline, will generate 12 inde-
pendent parameters (the position for methyl group is taken
as 0). Fitting the EDP to such a heavily parameterized
model will obviously result in broad ranges of fitting pa-
rameters, losing unique solutions, thereby rendering the
analysis less meaningful. To circumvent this issue and
find a minimal set of parameters, which adequately quan-
tifies the change in the cholesterol content, we have devel-
oped a new (to our knowledge) fitting method. We call it
the basic lipid profile (BLP) scaling method. The essence
of this method is to eliminate redundant parameters by
keeping the basic lipid structure proportions fixed.

BLP generation based on modified 2G model

After cooling down to room temperature, the sample with
0% cholesterol phase separates into a DPPC-rich gel phase
and a DOPC-rich fluid phase. Our method is based on gener-
ating a BLP by fitting the EDPs of the respective phases
of the sample with 0% cholesterol. One can use conven-
tional methods for this fitting, using either the 1G or 2G
model, depending on the headgroup shape. In our case, we
used the 2G model with one baseline. The electron density
profile is decomposed into two Gaussians for the headgroup
(G1, G2), with one Gaussian for the methyl group (G3) and
one constant baseline CB:

r0ðzÞ ¼ CB þ
X3

n¼ 1

Gn; (3)

where Gn ¼ an expð�ððz� bnÞ2=2c2nÞÞ; n ¼ 1; 2; 3. Note
that a3 is negative. The fitting parameters are listed in
Table 1. The fits for the DPPC-rich and DOPC-rich phases
are shown in Fig. 4, a and b (top), respectively.

Scaling of BLP: minimizing the fitting parameters

With the fitted parameters for the BLPs for each of the
phases, we can start fitting the EDPs for samples with
added cholesterol. We use two scaling parameters for
TABLE 1 Gaussian Fitting Results of Gel Phase and Fluid Phase E

Constant Baseline Tail R

Gel Phase (DPPC-Rich)

Baseline (e/Å3) 0.319 5 0.002 —

Height (e/Å3) — �0.106 5

Width (Å) — 2.3 5

Position (Å) — —

Fluid Phase (DOPC-Rich)

Baseline (e/Å3) 0.289 5 0.002 —

Height (e/Å3) — �0.036 5

Width (Å) — 3.8 5

Position (Å) — —
the BLP: the overall amplitude scaling factor C1, and
Gaussian width scaling factor C2. The scaling factor
for the Gaussian position was fixed to ðDhh=D

o
hhÞ, where

Dhh is the phosphate-to-phosphate distance (PtP) for the
sample with added cholesterol (determined as the distance
between two maximums on the EDP), and Do

hh is the PtP
for the 0% cholesterol sample (BLP sample). The func-
tional form for the scaled BLP is as follows (compare
with Eq. 3):

rBLPðzÞ¼ C1

2
64do
d
CB þ 1

C2

X3

n¼ 1

an exp

0
B@�

�
z� Dhh

Do
hh

bn

�2

2ðC2cnÞ2

1
CA
3
75:
(4)

The ðdo=dÞ factor in the first term and the ð1=C2Þ factor
in the second term ensure that the integrated area under
the density profile represented by the expression inside the
square bracket is constant. Physically, C1 models the overall
electron density change due to looser or denser packing; C2

models the smearing of electron density profile due to
roughness, disorder, or fluctuations.

After the scaled BLP is constructed, we can write out the
equation for fitting the EDPs with added cholesterol as

rðzÞ ¼ rBLPðzÞ þ DrChol; (5)

where DrChol ¼ aChol expð�ððz� bCholÞ2=2c2CholÞÞ is the
Gaussian representing the increased electron density due
to the added cholesterol.

The EDPs of samples with added cholesterol are thus
fitted with the two scaling factors C1 and C2, and three
parameters for DrChol, for a total of five free parameters. It
turned out to be unnecessary to change the value of the
parameter CB with cholesterol concentration to achieve a
good fit to the EDPs, so they were held constant although
different for each of the phases.

This result of the fitting allows us to quantitatively
compare the EDPs of the samples with added cholesterol
to the ones without cholesterol. The fittings in the middle
DP with 0% Cholesterol

egion Head Region I Head Region II

— —

0.002 0.085 5 0.005 0.130 5 0.005

0.1 2.3 5 0.1 2.3 5 0.1

18.1 5 0.3 22.5 5 0.3

—

0.002 0.062 5 0.005 0.114 5 0.005

0.1 3.8 5 0.1 4.0 5 0.1

14.6 5 0.3 19.7 5 0.3

Biophysical Journal 110, 1355–1366, March 29, 2016 1359



FIGURE 4 The fitting of 0, 16, and 25% choles-

terol sample EDPs of the DPPC-rich phase (a)

and the DOPC-rich phase (b) using the BLP scaling

method. The pair of yellow vertical dotted lines

indicate one period of the unit cell, namely the

d-spacing. The solid green line is the EDP gener-

ated from diffraction measurements. The solid

black line is the fitted curve. The top figures are

the BLP fitting of the 0% cholesterol sample using

the 2G model. The dotted black lines are the

Gaussian components and the constant baseline.

The middle and bottom figures are the fittings of

cholesterol content for the 16 and 25% cholesterol

samples with the scaled BLP obtained from the

0% cholesterol EDP fitting. The dotted black lines

are the BLP values scaled from (a). The red dashed

lines are the Gaussian fits of the electron density

increase due to added cholesterol. The blue dotted

lines are the additional water smear into the outer

headgroups due to the change of lipid packing.

To see this figure in color, go online.
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and lower figures of Fig. 4 show the EDPs of each phase
derive from the samples with 16 and 25% cholesterol,
respectively. The green solid lines are the Fourier-con-
structed EDPs from diffraction measurements, the dotted
black lines are the scaled BLPs, the red dashed lines are
Gaussian fits of the electron density increase due to added
cholesterol, and the black solid lines are the total fitted
curves. The blue dotted line marks the additional density
of water at the outer side of the headgroup added due to
the change in lipid packing, and our results are not sensitive
to this parameter because the cholesterol sits at the tailgroup
side. The fitted results for all cholesterol concentrations are
listed in Table 2.
Distribution of cholesterol between saturated and
unsaturated lipids

The increased electron densities resulting from the fitting
are due to the ring structures in the cholesterol molecule.
This increase in terms of the electron density per unit area
Dd is calculated as the integrated area of DrChol,
1360 Biophysical Journal 110, 1355–1366, March 29, 2016
Dd ¼
Zd=2

�d=2

DrCholdz: (6)

The plot of Dd versus initial cholesterol concentrationFc

is plotted in Fig. 5 a. Note that this is not the integrated elec-
tron density of cholesterol molecules, but rather the aver-
aged electron density difference at the chain region after
adding cholesterol. To determine how the cholesterol parti-
tions between the two (DOPC and DPPC) lipids, we carried
out the following calculation. Assuming that the electron
density differences between the cholesterol ring structure
and the lipid chain region are roughly the same for the Lo

and Ld phases, the amount of the cholesterol in each phase
would be proportional to the averaged difference Dd multi-
plied by the phase volume percentage 4. Thus, the percent-
age of cholesterol partitioned into Lo phase is

wLo ¼ DdLo � 4Lo

DdLo
� 4Lo

þ DdLd
� 4Ld

; (7)



TABLE 2 Fitting Results of the Scaling Factors C1, C2, and the Gaussian Height, Width, and Position for the Increased Electron

Density due to Cholesterol

Fc (Initial Chol %) C1 (50.005) C2 (50.01)

Chol Gaussian Height

(e/Å3) (50.001 e/Å3)

Chol Gaussian Width

(Å) (50.1Å)

Chol Gaussian Position

(Å) (50.5Å)

Lo Phase (DPPC-Rich)

10 1.038 1.36 0.032 3.0 10.2

16 1.008 1.33 0.034 3.3 12.2

20 0.993 1.33 0.039 3.2 11.6

25 0.956 1.45 0.041 3.3 12.7

30 0.947 1.48 0.046 3.3 12.7

Ld Phase (DOPC-Rich)

10 1.000 1.00 0 — —

16 1.010 1.02 0.008 2.8 8.8

20 1.013 1.03 0.014 3.0 9.1

25 1.021 1.06 0.018 3.5 9.1

30 1.008 1.07 0.023 3.8 9.2

Cholesterol Partition
while for the Ld phase, the fractional cholesterol content is
the reminder of the total:

wLd
¼ 1� wLo

: (8)

The plot for the cholesterol partition is shown in Fig. 5 b,
with 4 in the inset. The 4 was taken as proportional to the
ratio of the sum of the integrated intensities of diffraction
peaks in each phase. Here we measured integrated intensity
ratios forFc of 16 and 25%, and linearly interpolated for the
remaining concentrations.

The concentration of cholesterol in Lo and Ld phase after
phase separation would be

xLo=Ld
¼ wLo=Ld

� Fc

4Lo=Ld

(9)
and the plot is shown in Fig. 5 c with linear fits. The fitting
results are in Table 3.

Note that this result indicates that the cholesterol only
starts to partition into the Ld phase when Fc is >10%,
below which almost all the cholesterol segregates into the
Lo phase.

The distribution coefficient K, defined as the ratio of con-
centration of the two phases, is plotted in Fig. 5 d:

K ¼ xLo

xLd

: (10)

If x is linear with respect to Fc, then

K ¼ a1 þ b1Fc

a2 þ b2Fc

: (11)
FIGURE 5 (a) Plots of additional electron den-

sity/unit area due to cholesterol Dd versus Fc; (b)

cholesterol partition w versus Fc with phase vol-

ume fraction 4 (inset); (c) cholesterol concentra-

tion x fitted with linear functions for each phase;

(d) distribution coefficient K versus Fc. The

dashed vertical line at Fc ¼ 0.10 indicates that

because within experimental error, x for the Ld

phase was zero, K is some large (undetermined)

number. To see this figure in color, go online.
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TABLE 3 Linear Fitting Results of x

a (Intersect) b (Slope)

xLo
0.22 5 0.02 0.5 5 0.1

xLd
�0.11 5 0.01 1.1 5 0.1

Ma et al.
Previously, Veatch et al. (37) have mapped out a phase di-
agram for the DOPC and DPPC with cholesterol using NMR
and measured the two tie lines across 1:1 DOPC/DPPC with
15 and 20% cholesterol at 25�C, of which the partitioning of
cholesterol into the Lo and Ld phases is, respectively, 26 and
9% for the 15% cholesterol and 31 and 11% for the 20%
cholesterol. Comparing our result of 16 and 20% to these
values, of which the partitioning of cholesterol into the Lo

and Ld phases is 29 and 6% for the 16% cholesterol and
31 and 10% for the 20% cholesterol, we find an excellent
agreement, within experimental error, between the choles-
terol concentration in each phase estimated from our fitting
and their NMR results.

We also tried to compare our results with the study of
Heftberger et al. (11), which mapped out two tie lines of
the phase diagram of DOPC/DPPC/CHOL mixture at
15�C, as well as 15~30�C in their supporting materials.
We find that for a starting mixture of 1:1 DOPC/DPPC
with 20% cholesterol, the partitioning of cholesterol into
the Lo and Ld phases is, respectively, 31 and 10% at
25�C; and upon extrapolating measured points from Heft-
berger et al. (11) in the ternary phase diagram, we find the
corresponding values are 28 and 13%, respectively, at
25�C, which is also very close.
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There is one discrepancy at 10% cholesterol between our
result and that of Veatch et al. (37), in that we observed the
Lo phase and they observed the gel phase for the DPPC-
rich phase. This is because 10% cholesterol is likely to be
very close to the phase boundary between the gel phase
(<10% cholesterol) and liquid-ordered phase (>10%
cholesterol) in the phase diagram for the DPPC-rich compo-
nent at 25�C. In our samples, from the PtP measurement
shown in Fig. 6, it is clear that this phase is closer to the
liquid-ordered phase than the gel phase. The discrepancy
may be due to a slight difference in the actual cholesterol
concentrations.
Condensing effect

Fig. 6 a shows the measured PtP versusFc plot. We can see
that at >10% Fc, where the DPPC-rich phase is in the Lo

phase instead of the gel phase, the added cholesterol
increases the bilayer thickness of the Ld phase while it
decreases the bilayer thickness of the Lo phase. This is
known as the ‘‘cholesterol-condensing effect’’. In this
ternary mixture, it is consistent with the theory and results
on binary systems given by Hung et al. (16), who showed
that the hydrophobic regions of lipids tend to match the
hydrophobic thickness of the cholesterol. In our case,
the hydrophobic thickness of cholesterol is intermediate
between the chain lengths of the DPPC and the DOPC,
and therefore the bilayers in the Lo phase are thinned and
the bilayers in the Ld phase are thickened after adding
cholesterol.
FIGURE 6 (a) Phosphate to phosphate distance

PtP versus Fc, the total cholesterol content in the

sample. (b) PtP versus x, the cholesterol concentra-

tion in the respective phase. (c) The average cross-

section area of phospholipid versus Fc. (d) The

average cross-section area of phospholipid versus x.

The error bars are smaller than the symbol sizes. To

see this figure in color, go online.
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We can also calculate the average molecular area in each
phase according to Hung et al. (16):

Aav ¼ xAcho þ ð1� xÞAav:pc; (12)

where x is the cholesterol concentration in that phase,
2

FIGURE 7 Cholesterol position plot (left) agrees with the cholesterol

packing along the hydrophobic surface of lipids (as shown in the cartoon

on the right). The statistical error of cholesterol position in the plot is esti-

mated to be 50.7 Å. To see this figure in color, go online.
Acho z 39 Å was taken from monolayer measurements on
pure cholesterol (38,39), and Aav:pc is the average cross-sec-
tion area of phospholipid in that phase, calculated by

Aav:pc ¼ 2Vc

PtP� 10
: (13)

Here Vc is the chain volume of the lipid; 10 Å is twice the
length of the glycerol region. The value Aav:pc is plotted in
Fig. 6 c. For Vc, we choose to use the chain volume of the
majority lipid in the particular phase under consideration:
DOPC chain volume (984 Å3) for the DOPC-rich phase
(40) and literature DPPC chain volume (1148 Å3) for the
DPPC-rich phase (41).

Also the PtP and Aav:pc can be plotted versus x, the con-
centration of cholesterol in each phase after phase separa-
tion (Fig. 6, b and d), which can be better compared to the
binary system results. We can see that the change of PtP
in the Lo phase is more than that of the Ld phase, which
agrees well with the results by Hung et al. (16) of binary sys-
tems with saturated (DMPC) and unsaturated (DOPC)
lipids. Note that here the DPPC has longer chain length
than the DMPC, which leads to a thinning effect caused
by the cholesterol rather than a thickening effect for the
DMPC. The thinning effect of cholesterol in the DPPC-
rich Lo phase is consistent with the observation made by
Mills et al. (28) on multilamellar vesicles (Fig. 6, bottom
row, 25�C). The average molecular area of the Lo phase
slightly goes up because of the conservation of the volume
of the lipid molecule, which deviates from the simulation by
Edholm and Nagle (18) for the DPPC/cholesterol binary
systems. Similarly, the average molecular area of the Ld

phase goes down because of the stretching of the DOPC
molecule with increased cholesterol concentration.

We note that the PtP measurement is a good measure of
the cholesterol condensing effect on lipids. The result of
average molecular area versus local cholesterol concentra-
tion is in good agreement with the literature: the average
molecular area of the Ld phase agrees well with DOPC re-
sults by Hung et al. (16); the average molecular area of
the Lo phase is very close to the neutron result for 32.5%
cholesterol of Armstrong et al. (19).
Cholesterol position

The fitting localizes the cholesterol packing distribution
with great precision. Fig. 7 shows the maximum position
of fitted cholesterol distribution for both the Lo and the Ld

phases: the cholesterol ring structure is mostly concentrated
at 12.3 Å for the Lo phase and 9 Å for the Ld phase from the
bilayer center. Although the difference of PtP between the
two phases is ~2~4 Å, if one aligns the electron density pro-
files of the two with the headgroups, one can see that the
cholesterol sits roughly at the same position, as shown in
the cartoon on the right side in Fig. 7. This result agrees
with the previous study of McIntosh (17) on cholesterol
packing of saturated lipids with different chain lengths.
Several other studies (21,22,42) have also indicated that
the hydroxyl group of cholesterol must be in very close
proximity to the carbonyl group of the lipids.
Change of lipid packing

The change of packing is reflected in the two scaling factors:
C1 scales with the electron density and hence reflects the
change in the area occupied per lipid, and thus the overall
change in the lipid packing density; C2 reflects the smearing
of the EDP, which might be due to increased fluctuation or
roughness. The factor C2 will be referred to as the ‘‘disorder
parameter’’.

From the plot showing the variation of C1 with initial
cholesterol content in Fig. 8 a, we can see that the overall
packing density decreases for the Lo phase, while it increases
for the Ld phase as a function ofFc. This is mostly due to the
change of PtP: in the DPPC-rich Lo phase, as cholesterol is
added, the bilayer thickness decreases and because the lipid
volume stays approximately constant, the area per lipid in-
creases. On the other hand, in theDOPC-rich Ld phase, which
has an increased bilayer thickness, the lipids are stretched so
the packing density increases.

The plot showing the variation of C2 with initial choles-
terol content Fc in Fig. 8 b gives additional information.
The smearing of the EDP while maintaining its integrated
area means increased fluctuation or roughness (disorder).
It has been known since Levine and Wilkins (43) that the
EDPs of cholesterol-containing membranes do not smear
with increasing hydration, implying lessened fluctuations of
the bilayers, which means that the cholesterol will stiffen the
bilayers. Therefore, this smearing of EDP that we observe
Biophysical Journal 110, 1355–1366, March 29, 2016 1363



FIGURE 8 (a) The scaling factor for the overall electron density ampli-

tude C1 plotted versus Fc. (b) The scaling factor of Gaussian width C2

versus Fc. The error bars are comparable to the symbol sizes. To see this

figure in color, go online.
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must come from the increased roughness resulted from the
disordering effect of adding cholesterol. While C2 ¼ 1 for
the cholesterol-free samples, after adding cholesterol the
averaged lipid bilayer roughness for the DOPC-rich Ld

phase changes very little. However, the DPPC-rich Lo phase
increases by >30% for Fc ¼ 10~20%, and increases by
another 15% for Fc ¼ 25 and 23% for Fc ¼ 30%. The
initial increase at Fc ¼ 10% from C2 ¼ 1 to C2 ¼ 1.36 is
due to the gel-fluid phase transition. The second increase
atFc ¼ 20% appears to indicate some further major change
in the packing of the lipid molecules. At Fc ¼ 20%, the
cholesterol concentration in the Lo phase is ~30%, as shown
in Fig. 5 c. This may be correlated with the sudden increase
in the interchain spacing after x ¼ 30%, as indicated by
wide-angle x-ray scattering measurement by Mills et al.
(44). As noted by Hung et al. (16), after cholesterol com-
plexing saturates after 38% cholesterol, more cholesterol
would still go into the sample as free cholesterol. This sud-
den change in chain packing after 30% cholesterol can be
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caused by the increased amount of free cholesterol when
the amount of complexing cholesterol is close to saturation.
The saturation of the complexing cholesterol is also indi-
cated by the PtP measurement in Fig. 6.
DISCUSSION

In summary, the, to our knowledge, newly developed BLP
scaling method is shown to be useful in the quanti-
tative analysis of the relatively subtle changes in the EDPs
of the Lo and Ld phases with increasing cholesterol con-
tent. With this analysis method, we can localize the added
component (in this case cholesterol) with high accuracy
and quantify the resulting increase of electron density, as
well as the changes in lipid packing. We can then quantify
the partition of cholesterol into the two phases, as we
hope we have demonstrated in this article.

We have determined the cholesterol concentrations x in
each of the Lo and Ld phases as a function of the initial
cholesterol concentration Fc. For the 10% cholesterol
(Fc ¼ 10%) in the sample, we could not detect cholesterol
in the Ld phase within our experimental error. Similar obser-
vations have been made by others (45). The cholesterol dis-
tribution coefficient is found to obey a simple relation toFc

as shown in Eq. 11. In our studies of the 10 and 16% choles-
terol samples, we did not observe any three-phase coex-
istence over repeated experiments. This result disagrees
with results by Chen et al. (13) obtained for multilamellar
vesicles using a synchrotron source. We postulate that it
might be due to the nonhomogeneous or nonequilibrium
conditions of their vesicle samples.

One thing worth mentioning is that all samples were
measured at 25�C except for the 30% cholesterol sample,
which was measured at 11�C due to a lower phase transi-
tion temperature. However, we still get very smooth curves
as shown in Fig. 5. According to extrapolated values
from phase diagrams in Heftberger et al. (11), the partitions
of cholesterol of 1:1 DOPC/DPPC with 20% cholesterol
at 15�C are 28 and 12% in the Lo and Ld phases, respec-
tively, while at 20�C they are 28 and 13%, respectively,
which are almost the same. From these results and our
own, it is quite likely that within the measurement accu-
racy, the partition of cholesterol is not very sensitive to
temperature.

The measured PtP show that the condensing effect for the
DPPC-rich Lo phase is stronger than for the DOPC-rich Ld

phase, which supports previous studies of the condensing
effect by Hung et al. (16). The average molecular area
is calculated according to the measured PtP values from
Eqs. 12 and 13.

The position of the maximum in the electron density in the
cholesterol ring was measured for both the Lo and Ld phases
to be ~12 and 9 Å from the bilayer center. These numbers sup-
port the previous studies of the cholesterol packing behavior,
which show that the cholesterol molecules align themselves
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with the interface between the hydrophilic headgroups and
hydrophobic tailgroups of the lipids.

The disorder of the lipid packing as a function of initial
cholesterol concentration is quantified for both phases. The
disorder increases by 36% upon adding 10% cholesterol to
the sample for the DPPC-rich Lo phase, while no change is
found for the DOPC-rich Ld phase. This significant increase
of disorder in the DPPC-rich phase is mainly due to a change
from the gel phase to the liquid-ordered phase. For Fc >
10%, the disorder of the Lo phase stays roughly the same
(decreasing by 3%) untilFc ¼ 20%, after which the disorder
increases again by another 12~15% for Fc ¼ 25% and
Fc ¼ 30%. This indicates that another major change in pack-
ing occurs in the Lo phase aroundFc ¼ 20%, which may be
due to a dramatic increase in the interchain spacings. For the
Ld phase, the total increase of the disorder parameter is ~6%.
SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Four figures are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/
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